Outlook themes

• National economy saw robust rebound in the first half of this year.

• But the Delta coronavirus strain poses downside risks to growth and upside risks to inflation.

• Going forward, fiscal policy is likely to be a drag on economic growth.
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Possible rotation from goods to service consumption
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Inflation remains elevated, but price pressure in pandemic-sensitive sector has pulled back
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Supply chain bottlenecks appeared to ease somewhat
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But Delta variant of COVID poses upside risks to inflation
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Delta variant of COVID also poses downside risks to growth
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Pandemic disruptions continue to weigh on labor market
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Fiscal policy has provided extraordinary support so far

Debt Added Over 10 Years, Billions $

- CARES (2020): $1,721
- ARP (2021): $1,844
- Build Back Better: $2,147
- TCJA (2017): $1,890

Debt Signed Into Law
Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill
Reconciliation Package
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But fiscal policy no longer contributing to growth
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